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N eedless to say, ethical concerns are at the very 
forefront of modem Buddhism. Yet, to my 

knowledge. there is not a single study in print that 
provides a cross-cultural andlor cross-traditional 
approacb to an investigation of Buddhist ethics. 
Moreover, as is well known, almost no volumes 
bave appeared in print over the years that treat the 
general subject of Buddhist etblcs either effec
tively or even ineffectively. S. Tacbibana's The 
Elhics of Buddhism was published in 1926 (and 
reprinted in 1975). Winston King's fme work In 
the lIope of Nibbana was published in 1964, and 
is now rather outdated. H. Saddbatissa's Thera
v~da study Buddhist Elhics was publisbed in 1970 
(and reprinted in 1987). Nonetheless. eacb of these 
volumes, valuable in its own rigbt, treats only a 
small aspect of the Buddhist ethical tradition. 

The above does not mean to say that there 
is no interest in the ethical tradition of Buddhism. 
Althougb ethics may never bave quite the wide
spread readers' appeal that the meditative orpbilo
sopbical traditions gamer, it is nevertheless one of 
the foundations of the Buddhist canon. As sucb, a 
number of important articles on the ethical tradi
tion in Buddhism. cross-cultural and cross-tradi
tional in scope, have begun to appear injournals in 
recent years. Additionally, several very important 
cbapters in various books have also appeared in 
print recently. 

It is my contention that if a quantity of these 
individual publications in Buddhist ethics were 
collected and prudently synthesized, a careful 
survey of the modem Buddhist ethical landscape 
would emerge that would amply meet the needs of 
both the scholarly and practicing Buddhist com
munities. To be sure, sucb a study could not focus 
on just one tradition or culture, but would need to 
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address the broad scope of modern Buddhist 
cultures andpertinent issues. In other words, while 
it would be necessary to consider issues of special 
concern for the Theravlida tradition, it would also 
be necessary to address Zen ethics, ethical con
cerns in Tibetan Buddhism, and Cbinese Buddhist 
ethics. Equally, Buddhism in the Western world, 
particularly Europe and North America, must be 
included. This is what I propose do here, albeit in 
preliminary fashion ... and continue in my book 
Buddhist Elhics: A Cross-Cultural Approach 
(KendalllHunt Publishing Company, 1992). 

Until very recently, scholars interested in 
the ethical dimension of Buddhism had to rely on 
three basic sources of input for their studies in this 
area. The fltSt encompasses a rich heritage of 
monastic disciplinary texts. Although much prog
ress bas been made in the last balf-century, very 
few of these texts have been critically edited, and 
fewer still have been translated into Western 
languages. I have in mind here such studies as 
Natbmal Talia's critical edition of the 
Mahl58Ipghika-Lokottarav~din Pnrtimoksa-siJtra, 
Gustav Roth's edition Bhik$U¢-Vinaya (whicb 
considers the nun's rules in the same nikliya), or 
my own Buddhist Monastic Discipline, which 
includes translations oflWoprintary Sanskrit Vinaya 
texts. There are even a few secondary works in this 
area, such as Erich Frauwallner's The Earliest 
Vinaya and the Beginnings of Buddhist Litera lure, 
Akira Hirakawa's A Study of the Vinayapi{Jlka, 
and John Holt's Discipline: The Canonical Bud
dhism of the Vinayapi{Jlka, but these volumes are 
few and far between. The problem with these texts, 
apart from philological issues, is that they reveal 
very much about ancient Buddhism, but very Ii/de 
about the way in which Buddhist ethics adapted to 
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changing times, circumslances, and cultures. To 
some degree, the second source of input for 
scholars alleviated this difficulty, for it provided us 
with a wealth of commentarialliterature. 

The commentarial tradition in Buddhist 
disciplinary literature, however, was vibrant for 
only a short period, and it is vinually silent in 
modern times. Additionally, while most of the 
major Theravlldin ethical commentaries have been 
translated into languages, the larger corpus of 
texts, in Chinese, Japanese, and especially Ti
belan, remains largely untouched and unexplored. 
Finally, the third source of input for scholars is 
information concerning the Buddhist laity, but not 
only is this source utterly scanty, it rests on an 
ethical framework that bas been only minimally 
reconsidered in the past two thousand years. Thus, 
as we move into a consideration of Buddhist ethics 
in the modern world, our scholarship is seriously 
handicapped. 

No doubt, a few scholarly, but general 
books on Buddhism in the modem world have 
appeared in recent years, such as Buddhism in the 
Modem World, edited by Heinrich Dumoulin and 
John Maraldo (1976) and The World of Buddhism, 
edited by Heinz Bechert and Richanl Gombrich 
(1984), but these books basically ignore the prob
lem of Buddhist ethics. In fac~ even those books 
on modem Buddhism which are case specific to a 
particular culture and/or heritage basically avoid a 
consideration of the ethical tradition. Nonetheless, 
in the aftermath of the Tibelan Holocaust and the 
Viemam war, Buddhists across the face of the 
globe are slowly beginning to reconsider their 
ethical tradition in the context ofmodemity. In so 
doing, Buddhism bas been forced to confront such 
vital issues as runaway technology, medical dis
coveries that require a redefinition of human life 
and its meaning, political scandal, drug abuse, a 
pluralistic and highly secularized society, and a 
host of other variables that demand a reassessment 
of traditional ethical poSitions. 

Furthermore, Asian Buddhism has begun to 
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rapidly expand its sphere of infiuence, and now 
attracts a large and significant foUowing in Europe 
and America. To be sure, such an endeavor leads 
to curious and interesting problems of cultural 
translocation ... an issue I explored in my (1979) 
book American Buddhism. One profound item that 
I have found in my continuing research is that 
some of Buddhism 's difficulties in acculturating to 
America are exacerbated by the rather nebulously 
dermed ethical guidelines of the Buddhist tradi
tion. 

Although Buddhism entered America as 
early as the mid-nineteenth century, it made its 
greatest advances, numerically and otherwise, in 
the period from 1950 onward. Indeed, in the 1960s, 
the entire religiOUS situation in America was in 
turmoil, prompting Robert BeUab to note: "I would 
thus interpret the crisis of the sixties above all as 
a crisis of meaning, a religious crisis, with major 
political, social, and cultural consequences to be 
sure.'" Given the intensified secularization of the 
1960s, and its attendant pluralism, America was 
ripe for Buddhism to advance more fuUy than it 
had before. As sociologist Peter Berger notes, 
"secularization brings about a de-monopolization 
of religious traditions and thus, ip5() facto, leads to 
a pluralistic situation.'" This situation was for 
Berger, and for Buddhism in America, above all a 
market situation. If the decade of the 1960s can be 
characterized as perplexing for religion in Amer
ica, the 19705 and 1980s were no less unusual. 
Amidst persistent infiation, eroding values, and a 
growing social anomie, many Americans were 
faced with a pervasive loss of wholeness, strug
gling against polarizing forces in virtually every 
aspect of life. To be sure, the problem is no less 
severe today. Consequently, as America fiexcd its 
collective muscles in the search for human whole
ness amidst Theodore Roszak's projected "Waste
land," an overwhelming variety of alternatives 
appeared in the social, cultural, and religious 
spheres. In this environment, American Buddhism, 
despite its apparent ethical insufficiencies, grew 
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and prospered. 
Nonetheless, the above notwithstanding, 

until quite recently Buddhism's incipient lack of 
willingness to confront modernity, and its disincli
nation to redefme its ethical position in the context 
of rapid social change, has led to serious problems 
in its Asian homeland. Faced with applying a 
somewhat outdated and outmoded ethical tradition 
to modern circumstances or innovating a genu
inely new framework which integrates appropriate 
aspects of its once rich tradition, Buddhists have 
vacillated. While many religious traditions have 
taken a long, hard look at the changing face of 
modem society, and offered to confront the chief 
ethical issues directly and fortbrightly, if not 
altogether effectively, Buddhists have done nei
ther. Were Buddhists to offer an innovation of the 
magnitude of Joseph Fletcher's now somewhat 
outdated situation e!bics, it would be bailed as a 
monumental event. It is my hope !bat my research 
in this area will provide modem Buddhists with the 
information and perspective necessary to achieve 
that significant and essential goal. 

Most modern scholars of Buddhism have 
argued that salvation in Buddhism is only attain
able through the eradication of the defilements 
(kle.~as) and focusing especially on greed, hatred, 
and delusion (dga, dv~a, and mohll). Noted 
Vinaya scholar G. S. P. Misra, following F. H. 
Bradley's Ethical Studies, claims that religion is 
basically doing what is moral, and when applied to 
Buddhism, concludes that it is only through the 
discipline inherent in the VinaYIl and $ila tradition 
that this becomes possible.' The ethical legacy 
embodied by the Vinaya codes and ma guidelines 
has always been almost exclusively applied to the 
members of the monastic tradition. This has caused 
at least one scholar of Buddhist ethics to comment 
that some scholars "have asserted that the norma
tive ethic of Theraviida Buddhism is one of with
drawal from society and abstention from social 
involvement."· Additionally: 
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Some scholars tend to regard the traditional 
exposition of the teachings in the 
Visuddhimagga (the Path of Purification), 
authored by Buddhaghosa in the fifth cenrury 
C. E., as the standard summary of Theravada 
Buddhist ethics. The Visuddhimagga, how
ever, is a standard text only for the yogi, or the 
monks, who are engaged in spiritual en
deavor. Used exclusively, it provides an in
complete and misleading picture of Buddhist 
e!bics. To avoid such misunderstandings, it is 
best to begin by remembering that the whole 
of Buddhist ethics is contained in the doctrine 
of the Middle Way and its prerequisites. This 
doctrine of the Middle Way teaches !bat both 
the extreme of asceticism and the extreme of 
sensual indulgence are to be avoided .... In 
avoiding these two extremes, the extent of the 
Middle Way is vas~ wide, and very flexible, 
depending on such circumstances as one's 
point on the path and stage of maturity.' 

In other words, we must always be cognizant of the 
fact !bat the monastic tradition in Buddhism, 
however important in its capacity as role model for 
the laity, has never included the majority of 
Buddhist practitioners. Furthermore, as PbraRlja
varamuni asserts: 

The most basic point to be made about Bud
dhist social ethics is !bat in keeping with the 
Buddhist doctrine of dependent co-arising, 
individual betterment and perfection on the 
one hand and the social good on the other are 
fundamentally interrelated and interdepend
ent.' 

Thus, we must focus clearly on what Ken Jones 
calls "socially engaged Buddhism,'''' Socially en
gaged Buddhism emphasizes alternative societal 
models, social helping, service, welfare, and radi
cal activism which, according to Jones, culminates 
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in "socieral metamOlpbosis.· .. And it is obviously 
a network composed predominantly of lay Bud
dbists. 

Unquestionably. we must ask wbether sucb a 
model for socially engaged Buddbism bas ever 
existed in the bistory of the Buddbist tradition. 
Winslon King thinks nol. He says unconditionally 
that: 

To lell the truth the Buddha had little. either 
concern for society as sucb or offrrm convic
tion of its possible improvability .... This 
means that Buddbism on the wbole bas sur
veyed political forms with supreme indiffer
ence. Or perbaps it might be Staled better: 
Buddbism look themonarcbical form of secu
lar sociely that il found in India for granted 
and was not concerned enougb 10 worry about 
cbanging it' 

Professor Robert Thurman, bowever. suggests that 
sucb a madel bas existed al least since the reign of 
the Indian King Moka, as evidenced by his various 
Rock Edicts. He groups the Edicts under five 
ml\ior beadings:" 

1. Individual transcendenralism 
2. Non-violence 
3. Emphasis on education and on religious 
pluralism 
4. Compassionate welfare policies 
5. Political decentralization. 

Thurman also sees the same model emerging from 
N~g~una' s Jewel Garland of Royal Counsels, 
approximately five centuries after Moka." What 
is significant in the above is thaI we find parallel 
patterns in both the early Buddbistand Mahayana 
delineations of personal and political normative 
behavior. Further, it is possible to read this pro
gression with clear optimism, as does George 
Rupp, wben be concludes that bistorical change in 
B uddbism represents a positive movement, a pro
gression of saJ!1Sm moving toward nirvana" 
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Sucb statements make il possible 10 propound, as 
James Whitehill does for the Zen tradition, thaI 
ethics can be "a pluralistic process of inquiry inlo 
the moral consequences of Zen practice,liberation, 
and insigbt .... "" As sucb, Whitebill, also by
pothesizes that: 

While participating in pan-Buddbist ethical 
dialogue, Zen ethics can consult its own 
special tradition for confrrmed as well as 
latent ethical insigbts, offering these insigbts 
to the communities wbere Zen fmds itself in 
the madern world, especially in East Asia and 
in the Western industrialized world." 

Needless to say, the issue of bow to determine the 
question of authority is critical. In other words, is 
it possible to continue to utilize the Vinaya and 
other texts relevant to Ailaas the basis fordetcrmin
ing standards of exemplary, conlemporary ethical 
propriety? 

If we acknowledge that the monastic tradi
tion, irrespective of precise location and time, 
remains almost exclusively an eremitical conven
tion, then we must also acknowledge that the 
codified texts of the Vinaya, with its accompany
ing commentaries, remain a viable means for 
effecting ethical corrccmess in the various com
munities that define themselves by their isolation 
from society. Consequently then, we can focus our 
attention on the laity ... those bundreds of millions 
of Buddbist individuals wbo do notremove them
selves from society and must necessarily confront 
complex ethical issues and dilemmas on a virtually 
daily basis. 

It is also necessary to concede that modem 
Buddbism is becoming increasingly urban, even 
throughout its Asian bomeland. This is important 
to understand, for as Harvey Cox points out: 

The religion of homo urbaniras, the dweller in 
the city, is a special kind of religion. Regard
less of bis or ber religious past, once the city 
really makes its impact on thepsycbe, any city 
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person's religion begins to have more in 
common wi!h !hat of o!her city people !han it 
does wi!h !he fai!h of people of his own 
tradition who still live, ei!her physically or 
spiritually. in !he countryside or small towns." 

This latter point obviously complicates !he entire 
matter considerably. for it forces modem Buddhist 
e!hics to confront !he radical pluralism, and atten
dant social anomie. !hat predominates in !he city 
life of its vast mll,jority of adherents. 

Wbe!her one considers !he niUya Bud
dhist. Mahayana, or V II,jraylina traditions. and 
wi!hin !hese ei!her !he way of !he mendicant 
(bbik~u or b~w;Ii). householder (up.fsaka or 
upasikl), or bodhisattva, !he operative word in a 
consideration of Buddhist e!hics is fik~ variously 
rendered as "training." "discipline,JI or even "mo
rality." On !he monastic level. !he emphasis on 
fik~is evidenced by !he inclusion in each version 
of !he Prfrimoksa-sUtra extant of a section known 
as !he Saik~precepts, or !hose practices (ranging 
from 66 to 113 in number depending on !he text 
version) aimed at describing and prescribing pub
lic. social morality for monks and nuns. On !he 
householder level !he laity is conjoined to observe 
!he famous five precepts: (I) to abstain from laking 
life. (2) not to take !hat which is not given. (3) to 
abstain from misconduct in sexual issues. (4) to 
abstain from incorrect speech. and (5) to abstain 
from liquor and other intoxicating substances. In 
each case. the statement of ahstention from illicit 
practice is recorded in a stylized formula that 
includes !he phrase (in Pili) sikkhlpadarp 
samadiylmi. usually rendered as "I undertake the 
precept .... " For !he bodhisattva, !he clearest 
statement of and emphasis on fik~ can be found 
in Siintideva's famous text known as the 
Sik~uccaya, a compendium of e!hical items 
focusing on the explication oftwenty-seven klirikas 
that provide !he framework or superstructure for 
this entire volume devoted to Mahayana morality. 

Were each of the above groups to focus 
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solely on !he notion of fik~ as precepts. !hey 
would miss the point entirely. In !he case of each 
of !he three mll,jor traditions of Buddhism. the 
e!hical emphasis is informed by much additional 
input In !he Theravida nikaya, Ihree additional 
texts are almost universally cited when dealing 
wi!h e!hical concerns: (I) the MlIllgala-sultaofthe 
Khuddaka Nikaya, (2) the Melta-sulta of the 
SUltaniplta, and (3) the Siglflovlda-sulta of the 
DIgha Niklya. Of !hese. !he latter offers the most 
potential input for modem Buddhists. It describes 
not only !he four motives which are inappropriate 
as bases for action. i.c .• impulse (chanda). hatred 
(dv~). fear (bhaya). and delusion (moha). but 
more importantly. it outlines and comments upon 
specific proper conduct in six types of relation
ships which predominate in the life of each mem
ber of the laity: children and parents. teacher and 
pupil. husband and wife, friends (i.e .• equals). 
servants and work-people. and monastic and lay
person. While the specifics of this text may be 
rather dated, outmoded, and perhaps too case 
specific to !he ancient Theravlda tradition. the 
majority of therelationsbips and motives for action 
are not. They are truly trans-temporal and trans
cultural. Unfortunately. they have not been util
ized as !he vehicle for updating and keeping 
current !he mainstream of modem Theravada eth
iCS. but we shall say more about !his later. 

In !he Mahayana, there is a series of o!her 
texts whicb augments and enhances a purely 
mechanical exposition of ethics. Here we can cite 
Sintideva's additional great work. the 
Bodhicarylvatlfra (sometimes called the 
Bodhisatlvacarylfvar5ra). La! Mani Joshi refers to 
!his text as a ''manual of Buddhist ethical and 
spiritual culture."" Also noteworthy is the 
Bodhisattva-prltimok$8-siitra and tbe 
Uplflipariprcchlf-siitra, each of wbicb serves the 
Mahayana tradition as !he Siglflovl(}a-sut!a serves 
the Theravlda. None!heless, despite !heir nature as 
compendiums of Maha-yana e!hical life. !hese 
texts too have not been fully utilized in bringing 
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Mahayana ethics into the modem age. Where, 
then, does this lack up to date textual andlor 
popular lore leave us in addressing the issue of 
modern Buddhist ethics in Asia and Amcrica, and 
what is the concomitant prognosis? 

In a 1987 paper entitled ''The Future of 
American Buddhism," author Rick Fields (How 
the Swans Came to the Lake: A NarrativeHistory 
of Buddhism in America) commented to a confer
ence on Buddhist-Christian dialogue that 
Buddhism's future in America was intimately tied 
up with its ability to develop a Vinaya for lay 
people, its concern for promoting a just and 
compassionate society, and its regard for identify
ing an ethical pattern for women." Now Fields is 
certainly not the rust to suggest theabove prescrip
tionsi' but he is absolutely correct in his asser
tions. Indeed, his comments could be applicable to 
the world Buddhist situation. 

In searching for a contextual basis from which 
to expand Fields' suggestion into a full-fledged 
plan of action, one does not have far to look. The 
Buddhist tradition itselfoffers the most workable 
methods, needing only some informed synthesis 
for the production of a viable model. Here I have 
in mind reliance on two of the most ancient 
doclrines in the tradition, doclrines that have 
application across the face of Buddhism, irrespec
tive of cultural andlor sectarian distinctions: the 
four sublime states and the six perfections. Re
garding the former, in 1979 I said (in a slightly 
different framework) that the Buddhist tradition: 

". must more actively incorporate those for
mulations in the traditional doclrines that are 
stiD relevant - or might be made relevant
in the modern world. I have in mind bere a 
return to the practices known as the Brabma
vibiras or the "divine abodes." These four 
practices, usually identified as love (maiD'll, 
compassion (k&'U(lif), sympathetic joy (mu
dir5), and equanimity (upek$8J, when expli
cated in their totality, are the higbest expres-
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sion of the Buddhist ethical domain." 

The precise explication of eacb of these terms is 
managed admirably elsewhere." However, wbatis 
especially worth noting is Harvey Aronson's con
tention that many scholars have misunderstood the 
true implications of the term equanimity. He says: 

... they bave assumed that the traditional 
praise of the psychological virtues of the 
sublime attitude equanimity in meditation 
prescribe an ethic of neutrality outside of 
meditation. However, once we bave under
stood that practitioners maintain the practice 
of all four sublime attitudes even after their 
enlightenment, it is important to explore just 
bow these attitudes carry over to daily life." 

In other words, Aronson criticizes the general 
scbolarly position that equanimity represents some 
sort of final derachmen4 i.e., the destruction of 
emotion. In its place, be maintains that an accurate 
reading of equanimity leads to an altogether differ
ent conclusion: 

For, althougb fully liberated beings have aban
doned all the negative emotions of attach
men~ hatred, and delusion, they have not 
destroyed all emotion and feeling. They bave 
the ability to develop a whole range of rich and 
satisfying emotions and are encouraged in 
scripture to do so." 

As sucb, we bave a powerful ethical tool that 
stands outside of time and culture. 

Just as the BnlhmaviMI'1lS are more generally 
applied to nik4ya Buddhist thougb~ but with 
reJevanrefor Mahayana, the perfections (pframi~) 
are more generally applied to Mahayana, but with 
relevance for early Buddhism. Thus, it is possible 
to empbasize the practice of giving (dana), moral
ity (fila), patience (k$DntI), vigor (vlrya), medita-
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tion (samldlll), and wisdom (prajii§) not only for 
those on the bodhisattvapa!h, but for all Buddhists. 
Recognizing that skillful means (uplya) emerges 
from wisdom: 

". weshouldknow that an ethic, especiaJlyan 
ethic viewed as a process of inquiry and as an 
exercise of humility, is a skillful means, 
uplya. A$ a tool of wisdom and compassion, 
an edlic is capable of pointing 10 special 
truths, of leasing die ego away from greed and 
fear, and of drawing us into dialogue and 
community. An edlic can be a means for 
directing will and institutions to die issues and 
realities of suffering.2J 

In suggesting the application of the above two 
doclrines in configuring amodernBuddhist ethics, 
it must be understood that much traditional mate
rial must be reintezpretedif die resultant product is 
to also be new and constructive. A$ a corollary 10 
the reinterpretation of traditional materials, it is 
also criticallhat completely new commenW'ies be 
forged that will pave die way for the emergence 
and shaping of a flexible but paradigmatic model 
of Buddhist ethics. Only then can we say, with 
John C. Holt, lhat Vinaya texts "reflect a blueprint 
for transcendence of this world and a slrategy for 
order within this world."" 
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